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Abstra t
The resonator wave in a laser avity an be des ribed by a omplex
Helmholtz eigenvalue problem in 3D. This eigenvalue problem has to be approximated by a numeri al method, sin e in general it annot be solved analyti ally. A ommon approa h to do this is to apply the method of Fox-Li.
In this paper, we present a new numeri al method for approximating the
laser resonator eigenvalue problem. First, this method approximates the solution of the resonator eigenvalue problem by two waves between the mirrows
of the laser avity. This leads to an eigenvalue problem of a oupled equation
system. The equations of this system, are partial di erential equations of
se ond order with a large term of rst order. To obtain a stable dis retization
of this equation, we apply a streamline-di usion nite element approximation
of these partial di erential equations. Numeri al results are presented.

1 Introdu tion
Nowadays, di erent kinds of lasers are needed in several engineering appli ations.
Therefore, new kind of lasers have to be designed. One problem in designing lasers is
that the laser beam is very sensitive with respe t to physi al parameters of the laser.
One of them is the deformation of the laser medium aused by heating. Therefore,
numeri al simulation of lasers plays an important role in designing new lasers (see
[?℄ and [?℄). One part of su h a simulation is the simulation of the laser beam. This
simulation has ne essarily to take into a ount the wave hara ter of light.
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The Maxwell equations des ribe the behavior of ele tro-magneti waves. By suitable
assumptions and simpli ations, these equations an be transformed to the s alar
wave equation
2E
" 2 = E;
(1)
t
where E (x; y; z ; t) is the ele tri eld. Assuming a time harmoni wave E with
wavenumber k 2 R + , i.e. E (x; y; z ; t) = E~ (x; y; z )  ejkt , equation (1) leads to the
Helmholtz equation
E~ n2 k2 E~ = 0:
(2)
p
with refra tive index n = ". To analyze the behavior of the solution of the
s alar wave equation, one has to al ulate the eigenmodes E~ of the laser resonator.
The standard approa h for solving (2) is to apply the paraxial approximation. This
approa h uses the ansatz E~ = U (x; y; z )  ej!z where ! 2 = n2 k2 . The se ond-order
derivation Uzz is negle ted. For onstant index n, this leads to the following equation:

U
(3)
z
For ertain boundary onditions, the so{ alled Gau{Modes are analyti al solutions
of (3), see e.g. [?℄ or [?℄. These modes are used to analyze the laser avity ( omplex
ABCD-matri es).
In general however, the parameter n depends on the spatial oordinates. In this ase,
analyti al solutions of (2) do not exist and the above ansatz is not appropriate. Then,
an approximation by Gau{Modes often is not a urate enough. An improvement
an be obtained by the so- alled Fox{Li approa h, see [?℄ or [?℄. This method utilizes
Beam-Propagation-Methods to numeri ally ompute eigenmodes (see [?℄, [?℄, [?℄ or
[?℄). The idea of the Fox{Li approa h is to al ulate the pro le of a front of a laser
beam, whi h is re e ted several times forth and ba k by the mirrors of the laser
avity. The onvergen e of this method depends on the eigenvalues of the eigenmodes
of the propagation operator. Therefore, this method annot onverge in general, see
e.g. [?℄. Another disadvantage of the Fox{Li approa h is that it negle ts the global
hara ter of the Helmholtz equation by the paraxial approximation. Therefore, a
global approximation of the Helmholtz equation is needed.
The Finite Element method is a su essful approa h for the numeri al solution of
partial di erential equations. Therefore, we applied the Finite Element method to
al ulate (what we all) eigenmodes of the resonator equation. To apply the Finite
Element method dire tly to the Helmholtz equation is very diÆ ult in ase of high
wave numbers k. On one hand a very ne dis retization has to be used to resolve
the high{os illatory waves. On the other hand the arising omplex symmetri linear
systems of equations are hard to solve.
In this report, we present a new 3D{approa h for omputing eigenmodes of a laser
avity. The onsidered Helmholtz eigenvalue problem is des ribed in the next se tion. In Se tion 3, a two{wave representation of an eigenmode is introdu ed. By this
x;y U = 2j!
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representation the Helmholtz equation transforms to an ellipti system of equations
with a large rst order term. To obtain a stable dis retization, streamline{di usion
is applied (see Se tion 4). Finally, in Se tion 5 numeri al results are presented.
At least, let us remark that the integration variables are not written expli itly, so
that the presentation of the formulas be omes learer. Furthermore, all fun tion
spa es in this paper as H 1;2( ), onsist of omplex-valued fun tions.

2 The Helmholtz Eigenvalue Problem
From Maxwell's equations a s alar wave equation for the ele tri eld E an be
derived:
2E
(4)
" 2 = E;
t
where " is the diele tri onstant and  is the magneti permeability. The refra tive
index n is de ned by
n2 = ":
Suitable boundary onditions are introdu ed below in this se tion.
For solving (4) let us assume that there exists a basis of eigenfun tions ui of the
generalized eigenvalue problem
ui

n2 k2 ui = i n2 ui :

(5)

with orresponding eigenvalues i 2 C . Now, onsider the sum

E=

1
X
i=1

i

ui(x; y; z )ejkt ejkit

(6)

with k = 2 and a small xed wavelength  . It onverges, if the oeÆ ients i
are hosen properly. Furthermore, the sum (6) ful lls equation (4) for suitable
parameters ki, e.g. if the ki are su h that i = (2kki + ki2 ).
Sin e we want to nd the eigenmodes with wavelengths near to  , we sear h for
eigenfun tions ui with eigenvalues of smallest modulus. We all these ui the eigenmodes of the laser.
Usually, the square of the refra tive index n2 is real. By adding an imaginary part,
ampli ation or damping of a wave an be modeled.
Here, we onsider a laser avity of the form of a uboid with mirrors at the abbuting
fa es and open sides, see Figure 1. We assume that we have perfe tly re e ting
mirrors and that the waves an leave the avity at the open boundary. So, we de ne
the domain
:= [0; 1℄  [0; 1℄  [0; L℄;
and the boundaries
0

:= [0; 1℄  [0; 1℄  f0g;

L

:= [0; 1℄  [0; 1℄  fLg and
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r

:= 

n( 0[

L

):

The re e tion of the mirrors is modeled by enfor ing the solutions to vanish at the
orresponding boundaries 0 ; L (see [?℄). Robin{boundary onditions are applied
at the open boundary r .
Combining all requirements, we obtain the eigenvalue problem:
Find u and  su h that

4u n2 k2u

=   n2  u
u = 0
n ur = jkur

in
on
on

[

0

L

r

Let us des ribe this problem by a weak formulation. To this end, let

H := fv 2 H 1;2 ( ) j v j 0 [ L = 0g
and de ne the sesquilinear forms

a(u; v ) :=
and

Z

(rurv

n2 k2 uv)

(u; v )0 :=

Z

Z
r

jkuv

n2 uv:

So, the weak formulation reads as follows:
Find u 2 H and  2 C su h that

8v 2 H:

a(u; v ) = (u; v )0

(7)

For a numeri al al ulation of the eigenvalue and eigenve tor with smallest modulus,
one has to invert the operator orresponding to the sesquilinear form a(; ), i.e. one
has to solve the equation

8v 2 H

a(u; v ) = (f; v )0

(8)

for appropriate right hand sides f .
y
1
1
L
Figure 1: Geometry
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It an easily be shown, that a(; ) ful lls the G
arding inequality. So, the Fredholm
alternative applies to equation (8), f. [?℄. Existen e and uniqueness of the solution
follows, if we an show that for right-hand side f = 0, only the trivial solution u = 0
exists.
For onstant and real n2 k2 this is the ase if following ondition holds:

 n2 k2 6= 0

(9)

for all eigenvalues  2 R +0 of the generalized eigenvalue problem:
Find u in H su h that
Z

Z

rurv =  uv

8v 2 H:

A rigor analysis for more general parameters will be presented in a subsequent paper.
Solving (8) numeri ally is quite hard when n2 k2 has a large positive real part and
a small or vanishing imaginary part, see [?℄. The reasons are that a very ne
dis retization has to be used and that the resulting system of linear equations is
ill{ onditioned in general.
So other ways have to be found.

3 Two{Wave Representation
The physi s of the laser elu idates some important properties of the laser beam
whi h motivate a two{wave approa h for approximating equation (7). First, the
beam mainly propagates in the dire tion of the axis formed by the two mirrors and
is re e ted forth and ba k. Furthermore, it has a high longitudinal frequen y whi h
nearly orresponds to the os illation in time.
Therefore, let us represent the solution of the eigenvalue problem (7) by a sum of
two waves traveling in opposite z -dire tions:

u(x; y; z ) = ur (x; y; z ) e

j!z

+ ul (x; y; z ) ej!z

(10)

where ur and ul have to ful ll the boundary onditions

ur (x; y; 0) + ul (x; y; 0) = 0 and ur (x; y; L) e

j!L

+ ul (x; y; 0) ej!L = 0

with appropriately hosen ! . If n is non- onstant, e.g. n(x; y; z ) = n0 + n~ (x; y; z )
with small n~ , the hoi e ! = n0 k would be suitable. So the main idea is, that a
standing wave is des ribed by two waves onsisting of a part with high os illation
in z -dire tion (ej!z ) and a part that smoothly varies in z -dire tion (ur ; ul ). Let us
de ne the spa e

H! := fu = ur e

j!z

+ul ej!z j ul ; ur 2 H 1;2 ( ); ur +ul j 0 = 0; ur e
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j!L

+ul ej!L j L = 0g:

It an easily be seen, that H! = H . Thus, every fun tion u in H an be represented
in the form (10). Of ourse, this representation is not unique.
Substituting (10) into (7) and integrating by parts, we obtain the variational equation for u = ur e j!z + ul ej!z

a(u;v ) =
Z



Z


rur rvr
r + 2j! ur vr
jk ur vr
rv
z

Z 
Zr

+
rul rvl + (!2 n2k2 )ulvl 2j! z ulvl jk ul vl
r


Z


2
2
2
j 2!z
rur rvl (! + n k )ur vl j!ur z vl j! z ur vl
+ e


Z


2
2
2
j 2!z
rulrvr (! + n k )ul vr + j!ul z vr + j! z ulvr
+ e
Z
Z
jk

=

e

r

Z

+ (! 2

j 2!z

ur vl

n2

n2 k2 )u

jk

ur vr +

Z

r

n2

(11)

ej 2!z ul vr
ul v l +

Z

e

j 2!z

n2

ur vl +

Z

e

j 2!z

n2

ul v r



= (u; v )0
whi h has to be ful lled for every v = vr e j!z + vl ej!z 2 H! .
Under ertain onditions, the eigenvalue problem (11) is equivalent to a system
eigenvalue problem, namely:
Find  2 C and ur ; ul 2 H 1;2 with ur + ul j 0 = 0; ur e j!L + ul ej!L j L = 0 su h that
Z 

rur rvr

Z 

+ (! 2

rulrvl + (!2



Z


r + 2j! ur vr
jk ur vr = (ur ; vr )0(12)
rv
z

Zr

jk ul vl = (ul ; vl )0
n2 k2 )ul vl 2j! ul vl
z
r

n2 k2 )u

for all vr ; vl 2 H 1;2 with vr + vl j 0 = 0; vr e j!L + vl ej!L j L = 0.
If (ur ; ul ) is an eigensolution of (12) with eigenvalue , then u := ur e j!z + ul ej!z is
an element of H! and a(u; v ) = (u; v )0 for all v 2 H! . For the onverse impli ation,
it has to be shown that every eigensolution u of (11) an be represented as u =
ur e j!z + ul ej!z , where (ur ; ul ) ful ll (12). This will also be done in a subsequent
paper.

4 Solving the Two{Wave System
In this se tion, we brie y explain how we approximate the spa e H! and how we
obtain a stable nite element dis retization. First, let Vh  H 1;2 ( ) be the nite
6

element spa e of ontinuous pie ewise linear elements on a stru tured mesh h of
size h. Observe, that here a fun tion vh  Vh is a omplex-valued fun tion, sin e
H 1;2 ( ) is a omplex valued fun tion spa e.
Now, let us de ne the spa e
n

Hh = uh = (ul;h; ur;h) 2 Vh  Vh ur;h + ul;hj 0 = 0; ur;h e

j!L

+ ul;h e

j!L

o

j L =0 :

Restri ting (12) to the spa e Hh , we obtain the dis rete variational problem:
Find (ur;h; ul;h) 2 Hh and  2 C su h that

b+ (ur;h; vr;h) = (ur;h; vr;h )0
b (ul;h; vl;h) = (ul;h; vl;h)0

(13)

for all (vr;h; vl;h) 2 Hh, where the sesquilinear forms b (u; v ) are de ned by

b (u; v ) :=

Z 

rur

v + (! 2

n2 k2 )uv



 2j! z uv

jk

Z

r

uv:

To obtain a stable dis retization of the large rst order terms in the forms b (u; v ),
we hoose the stream{line di usion dis retization (see e.g. in [?℄ or [?℄). This
dis retization perturbs b (; ) by

bs (u; v ) =

Z

!

d d
u ! v
dz dz

where := j j!!j max(0; 2j4!jj!hj2 1 ). We see, that jbs (u; v )j tends to 0 as the meshsize h
tends to 0.
Thus, we arrive at a non- onform nite element dis retization of (13), see e.g. [?℄,

b+ (ur;h; vr;h) + bs (ur;h; vr;h) = (ur;h; vr;h )0
b (ul;h; vl;h) + bs (ul;h; vl;h) = (ul;h; vl;h )0 :
Provisionally, we use the inverse iteration method to ompute the eigenvalue of
i)
smallest modulus and the orresponding eigenmode. Let (u(r;h
; u(l;hi) ) 2 Hh be a
normed approximation of the eigenmode. Then, the next approximation is obtained
by solving the system
i+1)
i+1)
i)
b+ (u(r;h
; vr;h ) + bs (u(r;h
; vr;h) = (u(r;h
; vr;h )0
b (u(l;hi+1) ; vl;h) + bs (u(l;hi+1) ; vl;h) = (u(l;hi) ; vl;h )0

(14)

for all (vr;h; vl;h) 2 Hh.
Solving (14) is the ru ial part in numeri ally determining the smallest eigenmode.
This is done by pre onditioned GMRES (see [?℄). The pre onditioner onsists of a
few number of relaxation steps in the dire tion of the propagation of the waves.
7

In future, we would like to apply a pre onditioner based on multigrid with semioarsening in x- and y- dire tion and line relaxation. In [?℄, it is proved that su h
a multigrid algorithm is a robust multigrid algorithm for a onve tion in pure zdire tion. Furthermore, more sophisti ated methods for simultaneously determining
several eigenvalues will be applied (see e.g. [?℄).

5 Numeri al Results
In this se tion we present results for two test problems. The tests will be performed
on a ube, i.e. with L = 1. But we emphasize, that our method is also appli able
to more general domains.
For the rst test problem we hoose a real paraboli pro le for n2 , whi h is onstant
in z -dire tion:

n2 = 1
(x 0:5)2 + (y 0:5)2
(15)
where 0   1 determines the urvature of the index n2 . Furthermore, we have
k2 = 98715:789  (1002 + 2) 2 . Due to lensing e e ts, we expe t that the beam will
be narrower for larger . Figures 2 to 4 show jur j2 for di erent hoi es of . The
predi ted behavior of fo using an easily be observed.
In the se ond test problem, the urvature de lines in z-dire tion:

n2 = 1

(1 0:5z ) (x 0:5)2 + (y



0:5)2 :

(16)

Here, we use the parameters = 0:1 and k2 = 987:15789. Figure 5 depi ts two
orthogonal sli es and Figure 6 an isosurfa e of jur j2 .
These tests show, that the two{wave approa h yields sensible results. Generalizing
this ansatz, e.g. for dis ontinuous indi es n2 , will hopefully enable us to simulate
lasers more generally than it ould not be done until now.
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Figure 3: Eigenmode for = 0:005.

Figure 2: Eigenmode for = 0:001.

Figure 4: Eigenmode for = 0:01.
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Figure 5: Result for Se ond Test Problem

Figure 6: Isosurfa e for Se ond Test
Problem
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